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Abstract: Fundamental aspects of atomic structure and the dynamics of 
the interaction of high-resolution photons with two-electron atoms and 
multielectron atoms has been measured. The emphasis of the reported 
work is on photoexcitation and photoionization of rare gas atoms and on 
near-threshold measurements following either outer-shell or inner-shell 
ionization. Specifically, He satellites, angular distribution of the Ar 3 s"1 
- » np (n = 4-16) autoionization resonances and the angular distribution 
of the Xe 4J5/2 —»6p  decay spectrum using the Auger resonant-Raman 
spectroscopy have'been studied. The measurements were conducted 
using two newly-built third-generation time-of-flight (TOF) spectrom
eters coupled with unprecedented photon resolution from the Advanced 
Light Source. This third-generation synchrotron radiation source is a 
powerful tool since it can offer tunability, intensity, polarization and 
time structure. Presented results are compared with theories.
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1. Photoionization Near the He Double-Ionization Threshold

Photo-double-ionization is one of the fundamental processes of physics 
because it requires a solution of the three-body Coulomb problem where the 
boundary conditions for the two continuum electrons must be included. There 
has been much interest in the study of photo-double-ionization of He because 
it is a system that is dominated by electron-electron correlations. Because the 
independent electron model failed to provide adequate agreement with mea
surements, new theoretical approaches have had to be developed. Since the 
classic work of Wannier [1), numerous theoretical studies have been made on 
near-threshold ionization [2-4]. The various theories yield predictions for 
three different observable situations: (a) the energy dependence of the cross 
section (b) the energy sharing of the two outgoing electrons and (c) the angu
lar correlation of these electrons. Wannier theory predicts, in the energy range 
just above threshold, that G++ = o()£acxc. Kossmann et al. [5] made an 
extensive study of the threshold law for the cross section of double ionization 
in helium. Their results provide quantitative information about the Wannier 
exponent, a = 1.05(2) which agrees with the theoretical prediction of 
1.056; a threshold value o 0 =  1.02 (4) x  10-21 cm2 and 
E[h ~  79.013(10) eV. Furthermore, their experimental results find the range 
of validity of the cross-section threshold law to be approximately 2-eV excess 
energy above threshold. Lablanquie et al. [6] used coincidence measurements 
between low-energy electrons and doubly-charged ions to study the dynamics 
of double photoionization and confirmed the range of validity of the Wannier 
theory. They found that the energy distribution of the two outgoing electrons 
is flat, within 20%, in agreement with the theoretical prediction, but in a 
15eV energy range above threshold. Pholoionization phenomena near the 
double-ionization threshold has also been extensively studied by Hall et al
[7]. Using a photoelectron/photoion coincidence technique they find the value 
of the exponent a  to be consistent with the Wannier prediction. They also 
investigate the behavior of the asymmetry parameter, P , near threshold and 
obtain a nearly constant value close to -0.4. Their result is in disagreement 
with the prediction of the Wannier theory which appears to underestimate the 
angular correlation between the two electrons [8]. Dawber et al. [9] have 
exploited the photoelcctron-photoelectron coincidence technique to measure 
the triply-diffcrential cross section (TDCS) at very low excess energies h 
(0.6 eV < E  <2 eV) for both equal and unequal energy sharing between the 
two outgoing electrons. The measured data are compared with the Wannier 
predictions and also with recent ab-initio calculations [10-12] that are not 
based on a Wannier-likc treatment. Their measurements suggest a departure 
from the predictions of the Wannier model at the largest excess energy stud*
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Fig. 1. Threshold spectrum obtained with a monochromator bandpass of 6 meV and 
p h o t o n  energy increment of 5 meV.

ied, E = 2 eV. Lablanquie et al. [13J have also very recently studied the 
effect of electron energy sharing near the double-photoionization threshold. 
In their energy- and angle-resolved measurements, they observed that 
although the angular distributions do not depend much on the energy sharing 
of the two electrons at 4 eV above threshold, a strong effect is measured at E  
= 18.6 eV.

We have used a zero-volt spectrometer [14] to study with higher reso
lution than 50 meV [15] photoionization phenomena near the double-ioniza
tion threshold. Fig. 1 shows a preliminary spectrum taken with photons from 
an undulator beamline coupled with a spherical-grating monochromator of 
the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The 1.5 
GeV storage ring was filled to 40 mA in the two bunch mode at injection, and 
the monochromator bandpass was 6 meV near 79 eV. The scan in Fig.l shows 
eight satellite lines which are the result of electron correlations. These satellite 
lines originate from an ionization process with additional excitation leaving 
the ion in a He+ nl (n > 1) state. The linewidths are about 20 meV, an improve
ment by a factor of 2.5 over previous measurements [15]. Unfortunately,
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when this experiment was carried out, the ALS experienced its first long-time 
failure to operate due to a serious obstruction in the beam path. This prevented 
us from total optimization of the spectrometer.
2. High-Resolution Angle-Resolved Photoelectron Spectroscopy: The

Ar 3s’1 -> n p  (n = 4-16) Resonances

The discovery of a scries of autoionizing states in He [16] and its expla
nation [17] were crucial for the understanding of electron-correlation effects. 
Theoretical work has shown that electron angular distributions [18] and the 
shape of autoionization resonances [19] are essential to understanding elec
tron-electron correlations. Theoretical analysis [20] has shown that the angu
lar distributions of photoelectrons in resonance regions are significantly 
different from those observed in non-resonance regions. The angular distribu
tion can vary rapidly over an energy range on the order of a resonance width.

Accurate studies of electron angular-distributions parameters (P) are a 
sensitive probe [21] of atomic wave functions. According to Starace [22], dra
matic changes in the parameter P is an indication of strong effects due to e-e  
correlations. The experimental determination of the anisotropy parameter P 
in the resonance region is an important source of information on the dynamics 
of resonance photoionization which cannot be obtained by absorption or ion 
mass spectrometry.

Autoionization resonances studied in this work result from the decay of 
the excited discrete states Ar* 3s3p** np into the continuum state Ar+ 3 s 23 p 5 + 
e~  (k s ,k d ). Because the continuum also can be reached by direct photoioniza
tion, the two paths give rise to interference effect that produce the character
istic Beutlcr Fano line shape [23]. Detailed measurements of the shape of this 
autoionization series were conducted previously using absorption techniques 
[24] and ion mass spectrometry [25]. Also, angular distributions for the first 
three autoionization resonances have been measured using photoelectron 
spectrometry [26]. These autoionization resonances have been calculated 
using many-body perturbation theory [27], multichannel quantum-defect the
ory [28], the eigenchannel R-matrix method [29], the K-matrix procedure
[30], and the random-phase approximation with exchange [31].

We have measured detailed high-precision angle-resolved electron- 
spectrometry measurements of the Ar 3 s 23 p 6 -> 3 s 3 p 6 n p  (n = 4-16) autoion
ization resonances in the energy range between 26 and 29.3 eV. The aim of 
this work was to provide a critical test of present calculations and a testing 
ground for further theoretical advances. We have taken advantage of the high 
resolution and high brightness of an undulator beamline at the ALS, coupled
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with our electron time-of-flight spectrometers, to obtain for the first time (1) 
accurate measurements of the photoelectron angular-distribution parameters 
for all members of the series and (2) first observation from n =  8 to n = 16 of 
ihc Ar 3s23p6 - *  3 s 3 p 6 Rydberg series. We have fit the angular-distribution 
data using a model function derived by Kabachnik and Sazhina [32] and the 
comparison of our results with the R-matrix calculations of Taylor [18] and 
our R-matrix calculations is found to be excellent. We also have analyzed the 
cross-section shape of each resonance, using a model function originally 
given by Fano [33], and have determined the values of the shape parameter q , 
the correlation parameter p2 and the resonance width T  of the Beutler-Fano 
profiles which best describe them. Our results confirm previous measure
ments [24,25] for the lower 6 resonances.

Experimental Procedure.

Two components of instrumentation were essential in these high-reso- 
lutiota gas-phase photoemission measurements: (1) a monochromator with a 
resolving power E /  A E  of at least 10,000, and (2) an angle-resolved tech
nique to measure angular distributions. The experiment was carried out with 
our newly-built apparatus, similar in design to previous ones [35], but 
equipped with upgraded and advanced TOFs. Briefly, it consists of a rotating 
vacuum chamber that houses two advanced time-of-flight (TOF) spectrome
ters [36] to record spectra simultaneously and to allow both partial-cross sec
tion and angular-distribution measurements. The two TOFs are mounted 
perpendicular to the incoming photon beam with a 0.99 linear polarization, as 
shown in Fig. 2. Details of the experimental apparatus are described in a pre
vious reference [36]. Fig. 3 shows one of our scans of the Ar 
3r3//’ 3.v3/;6 n p  Rydberg series of window type resonances from n =  4 to
n = 16, measured at an angle of 0° and at the magic angle with respect to the 
electric-field vector of the linearly-polarized synchrotron beam.

Theoretical background

In the dipole approximation, valid for low-energy photons, h \ , the dif
ferential photoionization cross section, d a ^ d Q , and the photoclectron 
angular-distribution parameter, |J, resulting from photoionization of state 
I i ) by linearly-polarized photons leaving the ions in state | / )  is given by
[37]:

d 0 'f  _  ^ i f  
dQ, ~  4ji [ l+ P ( //>2(cos0)] (D
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the apparatus showing the interaction region in the ro
tating chamber that houses two TOF spectrometers. The photon beam is perpendicular to the 
drawing plane.

where a  , is the total photoionization cross section for producing state | / )  of 
the ion, 0 is the angle between the photon polarization vector and the photo
electron momentum direction, P 2(x) = (3x2 -  1) / 2 , and (3̂  is the electron 
angular-distribution parameter.

We have used a parameterization of the variation in p  ̂over autoioniz- 
ing resonances introduced by Kabachnik and Sazhina [32], It is based on the 
Fano [33] parameterization for the total photoionization cross section, Gtp  

given by [18]:
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Photon energy (eV)
Fig. 3. Photoelectron yield scan of the Ar 3j23/?6 —> 3j 3/76 np  autoionization resonanc

es at O’ and at the magic angle with respect to the polarization of the synchrotron light.

( q + E ) 2a = a  — — + a.
0 (1 + e2) b

where q  is the line-profile index and e is given by:

E - E .
e = r/2

and

P 2

(2)

(3)

(4)

7'B(3)-6
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where Er is the position of the resonance and T its width. The cross sections 
ofl and c. are slowly varying background cross sections. Also derived 
[32,18] is the expression for P given by:

2 Xe2 +Ye + 
A t2 + Be + C

with:

_ a a + a b R _ 1{i Ca r =
4n ’ 4* ’ 4tc (6)

with X, Y, and Z considered as free parameters in the fit to the data.

Results and Discussion

The variation of P as a function of photon energy is shown in Fig. 4. 
These scans were obtained using two simultaneously recorded electron-yield 
signals at 0 = 0° and at the magic angle, 0 = 54.7°. We have fit the above 
expressions to both the angular distribution and to total photoionization cross 
section data. The angular-distribution data compared with the fit based on the 
parameterization [38] gave a very good accord as shown in Table 1.

The angular-distribution data was also compared to the untested theory 
of Taylor [18] based on the R-matrix method listed in Table 1. Taylor used in 
the first approximation a single-configuration (SC) wavefunction to represent 
the 2P° and 2SC ionic states of the direct and indirect photoionization paths. 
He also made a more sophisticated approximation [38] (Cl) where multicon- 
figurational wavefunctions are used in the representation of these states. Both 
calculations were done in the length and velocity form. The Cl calculations 
improved the agreement between the length and velocity results for the only 
two calculated resonances n = 4 and n = 5 by Taylor [18]; the length and 
velocity results were coincident. Comparison of the n = 4,5 resonances 
with the Cl calculation of Taylor is shown in Fig. 5a,b along with our R- 
matrix calculations [39] performed by Gorczyca. In all cases, the dotted lines 
are deconvolved fits (6 meV). As can be seen, agreement between the data 
and both theories is excellent. The parameters X, Y ,  and Z produced by our 
fit were compared for n = 4 and n = 5 with the results from Taylor as 
shown in Table 1. The Cl calculation was indeed a better model for the data 
because, in the case of n = 4, the SC calculation did not even predict the cor
rect sign of the Y parameter. Excellent agreement between the data and the
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Photon energy (eV)
Fig. 4. Angular-distribution of the anisotropy-parameter b measurements of the Ar 

1j23p6 —> 3s3p6 np autoionizalion resonances.

Cl calculations was found.
We also fit the total photoionization cross-section data using the above 

expressions and extracted the fitting parameters, the width T , the line profile 
q and the correlation coefficient p2, for the photoionization cross section in 
the region of the first six resonances. Our results, listed in Table 2, are in good 
agreement with previous quantitative measurements [28,29] and calculations 
by Burke and Taylor [38]. There is excellent agreement with Burke and Tay
lor's Cl theory, in particular, in the case of n = 4, one observes that the Cl 

l theory agrees very well, while the SC calculation and multiconfiguration 
Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calculation of Tulkki’s [25] theory agree with each other 

[ but not with the data.

13. Angular Distribution of the Xe Adm  -» 6p Decay Spectrum using 
the Auger Resonant-Raman Spectroscopy

Auger resonant-Raman [40] spectroscopy is a powerful tool for study
ing the resonant Auger decay processes with a resolution narrower than the
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Photon energy (eV)
Fig. 5a. Angular distribution of the Ar 3r23p6 -» 3r3p6 np autoionization resonances 

fitted to Kabachnik and Sazhina model [32]. The dotted lines are deconvoluted fits. The circle 
are the present data and the triangles are Ref. [26]. The solid line is our fit. The dashed line 
is Ref. [18] and the dotted dashed is our calculations not shifted to fit the position of the res
onance unlike Ref. [18].
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Photon energy (eV)
Fig. 5b Same as Fig. 5a.

natural lifetime width of the initial inner-shell hole state [41]. This effect has 
been used to analyze branching ratios of resonantly excited atoms [42,43] and 
molecules [44], Here, we report on results of a study of the angular distribu
tions of the spectator decay lines of Xe following 4d5/2 -» 6p  excitation using 
the Auger resonant-Raman effect and highly resolved photons from the ALS.

The resonant Auger decay spectrum of the Xe 4r/5/2 -» 6p  resonance 
was first reported by Eberhardt et al. in 1978 [45] followed by other experi
mental and theoretical studies [46-51]. It took more than a decade after the 
first observation until measurements on the angular distribution were per
formed by Carlson et al. [52], who found anomalously negative P -values in 
'he decay spectrum. Such behavior was first explained theoretically for the
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decay of the Ar 2p  -»4 s  resonance by Cooper [53], who applied angular- 
momentum-transfer theory, treating the resonant decay as a single-step pro
cess. Kiimmerling et al. [54] compared resonant-Auger and normal-Auger 
angular distributions experimentally and theoretically. These experimental 
studies were limited by the low resolution of the photon sources as well as of 
the electron spectrometers, making it difficult to compare the results with the 
various theoretical calculations [53-58],

Recently, however, the development of new synchrotron sources and 
high-resolution monochromators in combination with high-resolution elec
tron spectrometers has made it possible to study the energy positions and 
intensities of the peaks in the Xe 4<f5/2 ->6p  decay spectrum with a resolution 
better than the natural linewidth (106 meV [59]) of the 4d  inner-shell hole by 
utilizing the Auger resonant-Raman effect [42,43]. Using this technique, we 
are now able to determine the angular distribution parameters P of almost all 
of the possible final ionic 5p4( V ,'D , *5)6p states.

After a Xe 4 d  -»6p  excitation the decay process can involve 1) an 
excited electron (participator decay) resulting in an enhancement of the 5p-l 
or 5.r-1 main lines or 2) an excited 6p  electron that remains in its state during 
the decay process (spectator decay) leaving the ion in a two-hole, one-electron 
(satellite) state. The spectator decay is the dominant process (57%), followed 
by simultaneous emission of two electrons (shake-off), leaving almost no 
intensity for the participator decay [50], During the decay, the excited 6p  elec
tron can also move into the I p  orbital (shake-up) enhancing the 5 />4 I p  final 
states. In the present study we focused on the strongest spectator decay chan
nels, 5p A( i P , D , lS )6 p  as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

The experiment was performed at the ALS in conditions similar to the 
previous section. Fig. 1 shows electron spectra taken simultaneously at differ
ent angles (0 = 0°, 54.70) by two lime-of-flight (TOF) spectrometers, which 
were mounted on a rotatable chamber. A retarding voltage was applied to the 
spectrometers to increase the flight time of the electrons and therefore 
improve their energy resolution. Fig. 2 shows a section of the decay spectrum 
recorded with a 32 V retarding potential at three different angles 
(0 = 0°, 54.7°, 90°).

The results for the relative intensities and the angular distribution 
parameters P are shown in Table 3, together with theoretical calculations 
from Tulkki et al. [58], Chen [57], and Hergenhahn et al. [55,56]. Chen, 
Tulkki et al., and Hergenhahn et al. [56] used a multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock 
(MCDF) method in intermediate coupling with configuration interaction, 
whereas the older calculations of Hergenhahn et al. [55] were carried out in 
j K  coupling applying a strict spectator model. Only Tulkki et al. include
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Fig. 6. Xe 5p4 ni decay spectra after 4d5/2 —» 6p resonant excitation at a) 0* and b) 
'vith respect to the polarization of the incident photons. The spectra were recorded with 

J '0 V retarding potential which corresponds to a spectrometer resolution of between 45 and 
r̂ocV in the displayed region.

Change with different continuum channels in their calculations. A ll the the- 
fetical calculations have in common that both the direct photoionization and 
participator decay are neglected, and these approximations have been ver- 

N  experimentally [47,48].
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Table 3. Intensities and p parameters of the electron spectrum of Xc after 
4j 5/2 6p3n excitation (65.110 eV). Intensities are normalized relative to the well sepa
rated (3P)6p r P 3/2) line (line 26). The statistical uncertainty of the last digits is given in 
brackets. TTie identification of the peaks from Chen [57] was done with respect to the calcu
lated energies. ___________

Final ionic stale Line in Kinetic Relative P theory*expen- PinlenaityTermb mentb (eV)b Ref [58] Ref [57] Ref [56] Ref [55]
5/A3P)6p APyi 19 39.119 2.0(5) 14(6) 1045 0984 0061 1.014

(JP)6p 4PV2 20 39 098 23 2(7) -0 85(3) -0 994 -1000 -0 999 -0.998
f r y * 2*>W 2IC 38.975 0.82(12) 2.0(3)
(3P#P 22 38.906 37 5(8) -0.967(12) -0.994 -1,000 -1 000 -0.998
(V)6p 23 38.886 17.1(6) -0.69(3) -0 448 0 215* 0 157* 0.451*
(3P)6p 24 38.882 -0 588 -0 974 -0 923 -0 932
0D )5d 2Cw2,7/2 25c 38738 4.0(2) ■ 0.16(3)
(>)6p 26 38.501 100 1.30(2) 1 030 1.018 0 972 1 014

■ ( lD)5d VV2 27c 38.216 2 9(2) 0.60(11)
C p x p 28 37 988 5 0(2) 1 03(7) 0 984 0 962* 0.749* na.d*
Cp* p %<l 30 37 955 7 1(3) -013(6) 0.233 0 774* 0 927 1 000
Cp* p 1t)V7 31 37 899 42 B(5) 0 73(3) 0 656 0 653* 0 910* 0 800*
(>)6p *[)V2 32 37716 1-3(4) 0 3(6) -0 188 -0 331 -0 32) 0 737
(>)6p 33 37 627 24.0(6) 1 13(5) 0.745- 0 955 0 557 0 861
('PXp 4̂ .V2 34 37 570 22 1(5) -0 14(3) -0 536- -0,860* -0.764* -0 861*
(V)5 d 2Gv2 35c 37 567
Cp * p 4° l/l 36 37.535 19.5(4) 0.52(3) 0.593 0.935* 0817* 1 000*
('D)M 2' l f l 37* 37 232 5.6(2) 1.36(6)
('O)M 20V2 38c 37 169 2 7(2) 069(11)
i'D ftp 2*w 39 37 001 2 10(14) -0.85(10) -0.875 0.860 -0 914 ■ 0 928
('D)<w 25l/2 40c 36 959* 3 0(2) 2 0(3)
('D)6p 2pV2 41 36902 82 7(10) 047(2) 0 175 0.073 -0 319 -0 399
(lD*p 2Pm 42 36 853 24 3(5) -0.11(3) 0 246 0.052 0.116 0 112
('0)6p 2°V2 43 36.621 39.0(7) -0.66(2) -0.553 -0.529 -0 375 -0 399
('D)6p 2° y i 44 36 587 51.0(8) -0 65(2) -0.888 -0.882 -0.930 -0 928
CP) 7» *PV2 45c 36 550 6(1) r r,f
('0)6p lp \n 46 36.521 63.1(6) 1.66(2) 1.503 1 307 0.550 0 373
(3P)7j lp in 47® 36.232 13.9(3) 0.94(4)
(‘S)6p 2P\n 65 34.602 16(3) 0.73(4) 0.130 -0 t39 -0035 n. a*

('5)6p l Pm 6768 34 479 34.456 98.9(6) 1-17(4) 0.829 0.847 0 754 0800

a The originally-given Oj values are multiplied by -72 
b According 10 Akaela et al. [43] 
c. Satellite line, 
d Not allowed.e Energy taken from Hansen and Peruon [60] 
f Strongly negative
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Comparing our results to the different calculations, we find that the 
agreement varies between excellent and poor, depending of the configuration 
and method used. For some lines (20,22,31,39) there is excellent agreement 
and for others (24,43,44) good agreement between our experimental anisot
ropy parameters and the results from all four calculations. For other lines (30, 
34,41,65) the theoretical values are in disagreement with each other and with 
our experimental values. Finally, there are some configurations where our 
data agree with one or the other calculation. For instance, Chen [57] comes 
close to our P value for the ( i P ) 6p ( 4S j /2) state (line 33), whereas Tulkki et al. 
and Hergenhahn et al. [55] do not even have the correct sign. On the other 
hand, for the (3P)6p(4D j/2) peak (line 36), Tulkki et al. give almost the same 
P value as the experiment but the other calculations are off. Interestingly, 
there is almost perfect agreement between all theories for our reference peak 
(3P ) 6p ( 2P m ) (line 26), but the experimental B value is significantly larger. 
We were able to observe the splitting of the C S ) 6p { 2P y 2) state (lines 67 and 
68), as Aksela et al. [43] did, but the fitting procedure was very sensitive to 
even small changes in the positions and widths of the peaks. Therefore, in 
Table 3 we give only the average p for those lines.
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